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((INSTALL))
youre still hunting down relics to unlock the city of richteria and rid the world of evil, but instead of following a single story, mirror of fate treats you to three of its own, all

intertwined into one grand story. and no, the 3ds version doesnt have these three, sadly. not only that, but the game attempts to force even more gameplay by hiding items in
early levels that require powers earned in later ones to obtain. in an open game like zelda or a cleverly designed title like metroid, this backtracking is acceptable. however, lords
of shadows linear levels mean that when you return to a previous stage, you have to beat the entire thing from beginning to end again, just to get the item you came for. you cant

even return to the world map once you obtain the item either, as your progress only saves at the very end. its a transparent and inexcusable attempt to bump up the running
time, and when the game is already too long, it defies all logic as to what mercurystream were thinking, unless it believes that game length automatically equals value for money
(a shockingly poor misconception that we as gamers have unfortunately encouraged). there is a good amount of depth to castlevania: lords of shadow mirror of fate as you will be
earning experience, finding items, leveling up, and learning new abilities to help you fight the good fight against the forces of evil. now you have the chance to level up and feel

like a bad ass, and unlike the 3ds version you get to actually play out the boss battles in their entirety rather than watching flashy cut scenes and suffering through qtes that really
took the challenge and fun out of the game. when the mist clears and the evil has been slain, this installment of castlevania tells a decent story, wraps up the lords of shadow

storyline (not to mention sets up the upcoming sequel), and plays like a pretty decent action game. with that said, castlevania: lords of shadow mirror of fate hd finally plays like a
castlevania game i grew up playing. gone is the emphasis of trying to blend the current los style game play and classic castlevania game play that just never worked in the end

and felt like a mess on the 3ds. now you have a castlevania game that happily lives up to its predecessors instead of being another version of the series that time forgot.
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you're treated to some of the same skills the previous version had, such as hard light
attacks, running and climbing, and a fire whip. the biggest addition, though, is the
double jump. even though it's a cool feature, it's never used as much as it'd be in a

more direct action game. also, a new area in the game, the royal castle, is also a mini-
game, so you'll be spending time waiting around for fights to end. the game's cast of
characters is filled with archetypes, for the most part. there's the generic aristocrat

(such as a beautiful vampire who is powerful, ladylike, and good at acting), and
there's the generic muscleman (such as the brute who is strong, bad-tempered, and
somewhat less ladylike). there's the graceful, silent swordsman (such as the ninja,
who, while not typically beautiful, is also quiet and graceful) and there's the cheesy
supernatural exorcist (such as the devil itself, represented as a multi-armed, one-
legged being). so, in a way, there are no bad guys, no heroes or villains. even the
writer couldn't manage to come up with any particularly interesting antagonists,

either. dracula is now basically a chibi looking boy, while count duckula is so butt-
headed and trite that there's no need to spell out his character traits. the story for
castlevania: lords of shadow 2 is as good as its predecessor. the central theme is

fatherhood, which can be seen through the three central characters in the game. the
story focuses on a journalist named trevor belmont who is investigating a rumored

case involving a vampire attack on a small town in the central american jungle.
belmont must investigate the case without his ally/girlfriend rachel alucard and must

also fight against the evil count dracula. the game really captures the concept of
fatherhood, as the player can see that belmont is a man who loves his wife, but he

also wants to be the best father he can be for their daughter, allison. trevor and
draculas daughter chelsea, is also back, having been sealed away in belmonts
childhood bedroom since her fathers resurrection. new characters include the

frankenstein family, a colorful group of scientists whose goal is to resurrect count
dracula. 5ec8ef588b
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